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Appendix 1. Document of students’ hortatory 

Participant: 1 

 

Student Fighting 

Studen’t fighting should be avoided mak many negative 

effect for all student and society. Student fighting make friendship 

is broken, the type of effect is like: 

 First, student fighting can make many students injured. 

Many student injured because they use sharp weapon when they 

student fighting. 

 Second, the student fighting can be chaos on comunity. 

Student fighting can be chaos on comunity because student 

fighting make noise on local community.  

 Third, student fighting can be issued from their school. 

Because their damaging reputation school. 

 Four, student fighting also can die human. It’ so harm to us.  

 For the reason listed above, we must make positive activity 

for student and should not be join us student fighting.  

Participant: 4 

 

Student’s Fighting 

 Studen’t fighting should be avoided because it is a bad for 

them and all of society school. But it’s like virus on student’s life 

some studen’st decided to join and want to try because they 

guessed if they can win on this, theirs school looks great and 
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increase their confidence  

The danger of students fighting: 

First, when their gank have a rules to required their member to 

meet in everytime made the student can not studying well. So, 

that is make the score of studen’t go down and bad.  

Second, student’s fighting can injury theirself because they are 

fight with danger weapon.  

Third, student’s fighting can disturb all of people because it can 

destroyed public facilities  

 So, don’t ever try student’s fight it can dangerous your life 

and other the people. 

Participant: 7 

 

Consume Drug 

Many teenagers have consum drug because their social 

envionment and maybe they have some problems. For example 

she or he has a bad friend and affect to her or him. In the other 

side, maybe she or he have some problems with their family that 

make him or her under preasure, depression, stressed and they 

prefer to consuming drug for make them confrontable with their 

situation when they have a problem.  

The effect of drug abuse and addiction. First, drugs or chemicals 

and can effect the body in different ways. In fact, some drug can 
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even change a person’s body and brain in ways that. Last long after 

the person has stopped taking drugs, maybe even permanently. 

Second, drug is very expensive. Because difficult to get it. And it 

is illegal stuff. if it does not money. Anymore the drug users. Can 

become criminal to get the money for buy drug. 

Third, drug cause many diseasse. It is not only cancer. But also 

brain damage, HIV and die.  

For the reason listed above, we must keep away and not consume 

drug. We have to choose a good friend, keep our school 

enviorenment and solve our problems. We must know, that drug 

have many negative effect. So, never try consuming drug.  

Participant: 15 

 

Theme: Students Fighting 

Thesis: Student fighting should be avoid because something or 

reason 

Arguments:  

 First, student fighting is a war between the school and other 

school. The students battle with other student can make them 

injury or death. Student fighting have a negative effect for them 

selves and school name, and negative effects for people.  

 Secondly, students fighting was as discrubing people and 

public facility and many other facility, and damage all. But student 
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are not care it. They are not aware it’s all. Because maybe disturb 

people or public. 

 Thirdly, students fighting can make bad name or bad 

reputation of school because students fighting beetween school if 

often the case with school and police. Brawl often occurs because 

of a poble erratic or mutral vility each other with any other school. 

Recomendation : 

 Student fighting must be stoped because it can make 

themselves injury, hurt, many people and damage public facility, 

so we should avoid it.  

Participant: 16 

 

Consuming Drugs 

In modern times, the drugs are not something sure. Drugs have 

spread in almost all carners of the world. Drugs not only know by 

adults but the teenagers also know. Because the teens have a great 

curiosity, surely they want to try to consume them. Hawever the 

drugs have an effect that is not good for consumption.  

 St, religion and state prohibits using drugs. While in 

country for those who create, consume, sell, buy, and distribute the 

drugs can be subject to imprisonment or fines and it is olready 

govermed by state law.  

 Secondly, drugs can be harmful to health if consumed and 
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consequently no direct effect. Drugs can cause hallucination, nerve 

disorders, disrupting the work of the heart. Increased blood 

pressure, lung disorders, and the most vulnerable are that drugs can 

cause AIDS. 

 Thirdly, drugs can lead to criminality. It is because usually 

the addicts wo wish to have goods but cannot afford to buy it. So, 

they commit crimes to get money to by it. 

 Therefore, an affective national campaign about the 

dangers of drugs by all compones of the nation mus be done, 

especially teenagers, to keep young people from harm for the 

pragies of nation and does not damage the mordle of nation only 

because of drugs. 

Participant: 17   Consuming Drug 

 Teenagers should not consume drug, because of some 

reason. Taking drug is very dangerous for the body. 

 First, in general all types or drug attack the nerve, so the 

cool think even then be distrubed, the drug also lead to crime this 

is because usualy addict who when to own think but can not 

afford to buy it. They can crimes to get it.  

 Secondly, drug can make proverty the instability of their 

souls destilizing also act they do, both in the work of the middle of 
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the community. Drug can be harmful to healthy if consumed.  

 Morover drug damaging the soul. One thing is certain that 

alnost all kind of attack the control nervos the user brain power 

reduce due to drug interference.  

 We can conclude that drug is thing dangerous for is user 

other people and ration. Therefor let is stay away form drug by 

saving not to the danger of drug and much more because without 

drug our live would be more meaningfull with drug our life be full 

of miserable.  

Participant: 19 

 

Theme: student’s fighting should be avoided because of some 

reasons 

Arguments: First, student fighting is duel between one school and 

other school. This is very dangerous for the student. Student 

fighting can make the people who do it become injury, disability 

and it can be someone do it dead. 

Second, student fighting give very negative impact. It’s like 

distrubing people who near the location, damaging facilities cause 

some facilities near that will be damage, and many more again. 

With a lot of damage facilities it can also harm himself because a 

lot of trouble some other people. 

Third, student fighting also can make the school repotation to be 
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bad and it can very bad. Because their student do it the school 

repotation to be bad in the eyes of many people or society. and 

that can make enmity between one school and other school.  

Recomendation: for those reason, we can think that student 

fighting can hurt many people, and in fact the repotation their 

school will be bad in the eyes of many people. And we should 

avoid it.  

Participant: 20 

 

Student Fighting 

Students’s fighting should be avoided because of some reasons. 

First, students fighting is a war between one school and other 

school. Student fighting can make the people who do it injury, 

disability, and death. Usually, people who like to fight if he saw 

the name of school in the uniform of they enemy, they would hurt 

people who wear the uniform, infact he didn’t do anything or take 

a part in the brawl. So, brawl can injure and hurt people who do 

not understand and guilt.  

Second, student fighting give negative impact. It’s like disturbing 

people near the location, damaging facilities, and manymore. 

Student fighting also can harm themselves, as if caught by the 

police, the mistakes is doubled, from brawls, damage the facility, 

and hurting people around. 
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Third, student fighting can make the school repotation bad. 

Because the war. In addition, student who do not understand 

anything and did not do the brawl feel afraid and insecure. If the 

student want to go to school or come home from school will be 

disturbing, and they were from another school if wearing unifroms 

bearing the name of the school will be disturbing, and they were 

from another school who fought with the school insecurity is often 

perceived.  

Recomendation  

In conclusion, in my opinion student fighting is a negative action 

from the student habit. It makes some people insecure. The impact 

is harm themeselves. Do fight just make your life never calm. So, 

we should avoid it.  

Participant: 25 

 

Illegal loging  

We know that illegal loging have bad effect for nature. So I think 

illegal loging must be stoped imidiatly before it broke another 

things. Illegal loging have money bad effect for human, for 

exemple it can make flood and land side.  

First, forest is our heart world if forest has been broke we dont 

have fresh air to breath. Forest can produse oxygen and 

carbohydrate its very importen part for human. 
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Second forest is home of the flora and fauna on the earth. If the 

forest gone animal will come out from forest to city, and 

distrubing people at city. The most dangerous thing is it can 

become animal extinetion.  

The final thing if forest gone can make our enviretment not stable 

and make world climate have change, its very danger. If that 

become continuesly it can made big global worming. If global 

worming growing klimaks it can drawn.  

recomendation 

So I recomendate you to stop illegal loging because it can make 

very big effect to earth. Illegal loging must stop before we lost our 

flora and fauna. Illegal loging make our earth become very hot 

temperatur, every year we have rising temperatur about 10
C
 

hotter then usual, stop illegal loging before we have extiontion. 

Participant: 27 

 

Illegal Logging  

The illegal logging is the activity of human in exploitation of forest 

without goverment permission and replant it. It reaches up to 30 

% of the cruel exploitation of it. 

Morever a illegal logging’s effect is global warming, flood, 

landsides drought. More again can make people difficultes to find 

water in summer. What more illegal logging can makes weather so 
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hot. after that illegal logging must be stop it. If you care your 

environtmen.  

Illegal logging keep going there’s no reforestation can make earth 

it will damanged. Since it can make atmosfer is getting thinner so 

it you wanna better life and the world is more fresh don’t do illegal 

logging and let’s do reforestation together for better life and fresh 

water. 

Participant: 28 

 

Student’ Fighting 

Many student flight in school and in street. Students fight should 

never be done because student fight useless. 

First, if students fight it will broke it future. student fight can injure 

your self. Students from another school a stone to hit with a bat, 

even they can hurt us with a dangerous weapon. 

Second, students make they no focus study, and many negative 

thinking over emosional and nothing happy. Student fight also can 

cause got a many problems. 

Third, student fighting make our body broken, even it can their die. 

How sad if we die because student fight? our teenager time is 

useless. 

their it must sharing with parents. So, don’t try to join student 

fight. Better our teenager time we positive activity and give our 
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life benefit to our better future. 

Participant: 30 

 

Illegal logging 

Illegal logging is very dangerous because can cause animals 

attacking people. Because animals have no more food in the forest, 

and animals doesn’t have a place again. 

Morever a illegal logging’s effect is global warming, flood, 

landsides drought. More again can make people difficultes to find 

water in summer. What more illegal logging can makes weather so 

hot. After that illegal logging must be stop it. If you care your 

environtmen.  

Illegal logging keep going there’s no reforestarion can make earth 

it will damanged. Since it can make atmosfer is getting thinner so 

it you wanna better life and the world is more fresh don’t do illegal 

logging and let’s do reforestation together for better life and fresh 

water.  
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Appendix 2. List of words errors 

Table 14. Classification of error based on the Bestgen and Granger (2011) categories 

No Word Error Omission Addition Single 

Letter 

Double 

Letter 

Substitut

ion 

Intercha

nge 

Involving 

an 

Apostrophe 

Word 

Segmenta

tion Error 

Multiple 

Error 

Sound 

Based 

Target Word Occ

urre

nce  

1 Succes   √        Success  I 

2  Three           √ Tree  I 

3  Stoped    √        Stopped  IIIII 

4  Halucinogenic    √        Hallucinogen

ic  

II 

5  Adicted    √        Addicted  I 

6  Tomorow    √        Tomorrow  I 

7  Our self          √  Ourselves  I 

8  Beetwen            Between  II 
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9  Some thing         √   Something  I 

10  Them selves         √   Themselves  IIII 

11  Recomendatio

n  

  √        Recommend

ation  

IIIII 

I 

12  Discrubing          √  Disturbing  I 

13  Beetween     √       Between  I 

14  Hawever      √      However  I 

15  Olready      √      Already  I 

16  Govermed / 

Goverment/ ‘s 

        √  Government  IIIII 

I 

17  Wo  √          Who  I 

18  Compones            Components  I 

19  Mus  √          Must I 

20  Facilites  √          Facilities  I 
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21  Distrub/ 

Distrubed/ 

distrubing  

     √     Disturb/ 

Disturbed/ 

disturbing  

IIIII 

II 

22  Usualy    √        Usually  I 

23  Morover  √          Moreover  II 

24  Form       √     From  I 

25  Strenght        √     Strength  I 

26  Alot         √   A lot  II 

27  Dont         √    Don’t  III 

28  Facilite          √   I 

29  Adition    √        Addition  I 

30  Repotation      √      Reputation  IIII 

31  Students’s   √         Students ‘ IIIII 

III 
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32  Infact         √   In fact  I 

33  Unifroms       √     Uniforms  I 

34  Themeselves   √         Themselves  I 

35  Can not         √   Cannot  III 

36  Arround     √       Around  I 

37  Studen’t        √    Student  III 

38  It self         √   Itself  I 

39  Loging    √        Logging  IIIII 

IIIII 

IIIII 

I 

40  Feature           √ Future  I 

41  Theirself          √  Themselves  I 

42  Thereself/         √  Themselves  II 
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There self  

43  Your self         √   Yourself  III 

44  Envionment  √          Environment  I 

45  Confrontable          √  Comfortable  I 

46  Sociaty      √      Society  III 

47  Morever  √          Moreover  I 

48  Erotion      √      Erosion  I 

49  Reboisation/ 

Reboitation 

          Reforestation  II 

50  Figh  √          Fight  I 

51  Couses/ 

Coused  

    √      Causes/ d II 

52  Ilegal    √        Illegal  IIIII 

53  Fores  √          Forest  I 
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54  Tress          √  Tree  I 

55  Imideatty/ 

Imidiatly  

        √  Immediately  III 

56  Exemple      √      Example  II 

57  Produse      √      Produce  I 

58  Importen          √  Important  II 

59  Extinetion/ 

Extiantion  

    √      Extinction  II 

60  Its        √    It’s  II 

61  Enviretment          √  Environment  II 

62  Continuesly          √  Continuously  I 

63  Worming      √      Warming  II 

64  Medhicines   √         Medicines  I 

65  Temperatur  √          Temperature  IIII 
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66  Difficultes  √          Difficulties  II 

67  Flight   √         Fight  I 

68  Cricis      √      Crisis  I 

69  Addistion      √      Addiction  I 

70  Dseases  √          Diseases  I 

71  Disolders      √      Disorders  II 

72  Environtmen       √     Environment  II 

73  Reforestarion/ 

Reforostation  

    √      Reforestation  II 

74  Atmosper/ 

Atmofer  

        √  Atmosphere  II 

75  Oudherse          √  Others  I 

76  Dangerious   √         Dangerous  I 

77  Recevied       √     Received  I 
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78  Money           √ Many  I 

79  Mak  √          Make  I 

80  Comunity/ 

Comunities  

  √        Community/ 

Communities  

III 

81  Studen’ts        √    Student’s  I 

82  Dengerous      √      Dangerous  II 

83  Offed  √          Offend  I 

84  Themself          √  Themselves  I 

85  Beyound   √         Beyond  I 

86  Oppsite  √          Opposite  I 

87  Confosion      √      Confusion  I 

88  Hauses      √      Houses  I 

89  Consum  √          Consume  I 

90  Preasure          √  Pressure  I 
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91  Diseasse     √       Disease  I 

92  Enviorenment          √  Environment  I 

93  Adictive    √        Addictive  I 

94  Thing           √ Think  II 

95  Curresity          √  Curiosity  I 

96  Proverty      √      Property  I 

97  Meaningfull     √       Meaningful  I 

98  Therefor  √          Therefore  I 

99  Manymore         √   Many More  I 

100  Emosional      √      Emotional  II 

101  Continuosly  √          Continuously  III 

102  I’ts        √    It’s  I 

103  Disoldier          √  Disorder  I 

104  Rapidy  √          Rapidly  I 
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105  Allthough     √       Although  I 

106  Biodeversity      √      Biodiversity  I 

107  Disappered  √          Disappeared  I 

108  Bat           √ But  I 

109  Continuesly/ 

Continously  

        √  Continuously  II 

110  Recomendate          √  Recommend

ation  

I 

111  Extiontion          √  Extinction  I 

112  Damanged   √         Damaged  I 

113  Dangerus  √          Dangerous  I 

Total  201 
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